
 

Let's say you'rerunning aVoltageClamp
experiment like the one here In a

Voltageclampexperiment you're
controlling what the membranevoltage
of the cell laxon is and holding it at
that voltagebyinjecting a current
As channels open or close in response

to

that voltagechange you may need to adjust the amount of
current you're injecting The change in current in response
to the voltage clamp is what's being measured

in red above

The tables on the side correspond to extracellular out I

intracellular in concentrations of Nat
Kt ions
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Ok now we can go ahead

and answer some questions

1 Why is theoutwardcurrent

gone in experiment B

Agoodplaceto start when

looking at currents is to
look

at their equilibriumpotential
or the Nernst Eg
From thediagramabove I

can see that the sodium current inward currents is present
but the utward current potassium is absent

assuming RT Ee 58log
k 1 5810g l 0mV

Thepotassium current is absent because it's equilibrium
potential isequal to the membranepotential

0mV We can

see that further if we solve for Ik

Ik g Vm Eid g O O O No current

2 Inexperiment B what is the inward current
indicatedby the

arrow that appears after the membrane
moves from 0mV back

down to 90mV

Thiscurrent iscalled a tail current Although itmight
betemptingto think

this is a sodium current because it's inward a key feature
of

actionpotentials will tell us it in fact
has to bepotassium After

an action potential occurs sodiumchannels become
inactivated

during the fallingphaseand remain so for a couple of

MS making it difficult to fire another action potential

Whydoes this kt inwardcurrent exist

we determined Ee 0mV but now llm 90 So drivingforce

becomes D F Vm Ey go O 90mV



3 why is the outward
current gone in

experiment C

We know that the
outward current is

potassium and TEA

blocks potassium
channels so no

potassium 1outward
Curren

4 why is there no tail current in Experiment
C

TEA blocks the flow of potassium so there can't be

a potassium current in or out of the cell Sodium

channels are inactivated and cannot
form the tail

current either


